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ABSTRACT

Surveillance of personal locations with an untrusted system causes privacy breach/threats to the individuals those who are monitored. At this point, we propose a quality-aware locality monitoring system for wireless sensor networks. In this system, we outline a couple of in-network location algorithms such as resource-aware and quality aware algorithms, aimed to provide high-end location monitoring services for system users with outstanding quality, while protecting personal location privacy. Two techniques are based on the well-established (K) anonymity privacy concept; i.e., a person is unique among (K) individuals, to enable trusted sensor nodes to provide the average location information of monitored objects of the system. Each compound location is a part of a surveyed area/location (L) along with the number of surveyed objects residing in (L), where (L) contains at least (K) persons. The resource aware algorithm minimizes communication cost and computational cost, while the quality aware algorithm maximizes the correctness of the aggregate location by lowering their monitored regions. To use the location information, to provide location monitoring service, we use a spatial histogram method, which calculates the distribution of the monitored objects created on the collected aggregate location information. Then, the calculated distribution provides location monitoring services by answering a series of questions. The system is evaluated through virtual experiments. The results indicate that this system provides an excellent location monitoring services while ensuring location privacy of the monitored persons.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The advance wireless sensor technologies gave rise to numerous applications widely used by general citizens as well as in military operations. The applications based on the information of personal locations such as the surveillance and location systems are recognized as counting sensors or identity sensors.

In an identity sensor, every individual carries a signal sender/receiver unit with a unique public identifier. Exact indication of location of each monitored person is possible with identity sensors. Whereas, counting sensor like the photo electric sensor and thermal sensors are installed to report the number of persons in that sensing areas. However, monitoring personal locations with an untrusted system may cause privacy threats to the monitored individuals. This may aid in utilization of the location information, gathered by the system, to deduce personal information.
The sensor nodes in the identity sensors report the precise location information of monitored objects. Thus, using identity sensors proximately poses a significant privacy breach. The concept of aggregate location information has been developed to challenge the privacy breach in identity sensors. Aggregate location information is a collection of location data related to a category or a group from which individual identities have been removed. This is a fair method to protect location privacy. As though the counting sensor provides aggregate location info, they also possess privacy breaches.

Here, assume that there are 11 counting sensor nodes installed in 9 different rooms R1 to R9, including two hallways C1 and C2 in Fig. 1a. The non-zero no. of objects detected by each sensor node is depicted as a no. in the braces. Figure 1b and 1c provide the figures reported by the same sensor nodes at two consecutive times T1 and T2 respectively. If R3 is Andrew’s office room, an adversary knows Andrew is in room R3 at time T1. Then, the rival knows that Andrew left R3 at time T1 and left to C2. This can be deduced by referring to the no. of objects detected by sensor nodes in the room, R3 and hall, C2. Likewise, we can infer that Andrew left C2 at time T2 and left to R7.

Such information leakage may result in several privacy breaches. Knowing that a person has visited certain health rooms may know the entire activity in that building or location. Also, detecting that a person has stayed at a hotel may reveal confidential information.

This paper proposes a quality-aware location monitoring system for wireless sensor networks that provide excellent and privacy controlled monitoring services. The system is based on the well-established privacy concept K-anonymity that states each person is indistinguishable among (K) persons. In this system, each sensor node shadows its exact sensing areas into a cloaked area, where (K) persons are present. Aggregate location information is reported by each sensor node, which is in a cloaked area (A) with the no. of objects (N) located in the cloaked areas, so that each cloaked area (A) contains at least (K) persons, then (N), (K) is reported to the server. It is essential to record the value of (K) achieves a transaction between the severity of privacy and the quality of location monitoring services. A smaller (K) indicates less privacy protection as a smaller cloaked region will be reported by the sensor node. This ensures a better monitoring service. However, a larger (K) results in a larger area will reduce the quality of location monitoring services, but it ensures better protection of privacy. Our system can avoid the privacy leakage as shown in Fig. 1

Providing poor location monitoring services especially for small areas may allow rivals to track users. So, we provide high quality services for larger regions. The classification of a low region is relative to essential anonymity, because this system provides better services for this same area if we minimize the required levels of anonymity. Thus, a rival cannot conclude the number of objects currently present in a small region from our system output. Hence, the rival can’t know that Andrew is in R3.

Now, to avoid this situation, we propose two algorithms: namely resource aware and quality aware algorithms. Both these algorithms require sensor nodes to match with one another, to match their sensing areas, and constitute a (K) anonymous cloaked regions. The resource algorithm aims to minimize both communication cost and computational cost, while the quality aware algorithm helps to minimize the cloaked regions, in order to increase the accurateness of aggregate locations that are reported. Each sensor node in the resource-aware algorithm finds a standard no. of objects and then finds a cloaked area. Alternatively, the quality-aware algorithm takes place from a mapped region (A) computed by the resource aware algorithm. Now (A) will be
iteratively filtered based on additional communication between the sensor nodes until it reaches a minimal possible area. In both these algorithms, the sensor nodes report the cloaked area and the no. of monitored objects in that region. This will eventually be the aggregate location to the server. Whereas our system only identifies the aggregate location information of the monitored persons. It can still report “the no. of objects in a certain region.” A spatial histogram analyses the aggregate locations to evaluate the distribution of monitored objects in the system.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The above illustration in Fig. 2 shows the design of the proposed system. Here, we have three main entities: sensor nodes, server, and system users. First let us define the problem to evaluate the objective and privacy settings of the model.

A set of sensor nodes S1, S2, S3, S4….,Sn with detecting areas A1, A2, A3, A4….An respectively and a set of moving objects O1, O2, O3, O4….,Om with a req. anonymity level k, we deduce that:

1. Aggregate location for each sensor node S is in the form of Ri= (Areai,Ni), where Area is a rectangular region that consists the sensing region of a set of sensor nodes S and N is the no. of items present in that sensing areas of the sensor nodes in S, such
that $N I \geq k$, $N \sum_{j \in S_i} \geq k$, $O_j = \{ o_l | o_l \in a_j \}$, $1 \leq i \leq n$, and $1 \leq l \leq m$;

2. A spatial histogram method helps to answer the aggregate question (Q) that questions about the total no. of objects in a certain region (A). Area is reported by the sensor nodes based on the aggregate locations.

Sensor nodes determine the no. of objects in their sensing area by mapping its sensing area into a cloaked region (A) that includes at least (K) objects. This finds the no. of objects located in the mapped region as the aggregate location information to the server. Whatever may be the network type, our system only requires a communication channel from each sensor node to the server. Each sensor node is responsive of its location and detecting area.

The server assembles the aggregate locations information reported by the sensor nodes using a spatial histogram and evaluates the distribution of the monitored objects. Thus, answers the queries based on the estimated object distribution range. Moreover, the value of (K) is changed by administrator at any time by issuing / sending a message with a new value of (K) to all the sensor nodes. Authorized administrators and users can issue a range of queries to the system. These queries can be sent either to the server or to the sensor nodes, as shown in Fig. 2. The server answers the issued queries with the help of a spatial histogram.

This system also delivers anonymous communication between the server and sensor nodes by using the existing anonymous communication techniques. Moreover, only authorized administrators can access and change the (K) anonymity level and the scope of the spatial histogram. In certain cases, the administrators set the (K) anonymity level to a small value for more accurate aggregate locations from the sensor nodes. It may be even set to zero and disable the algorithm to get the original evaluations from the sensor nodes. This will be useful in facilitating the best services from the monitored system. Server or/and system users outside the trusted zone are considered untrusted.

Coming to the privacy threat in existing location monitoring systems, an identity-sensor reports the precise location information of each monitored object to their respective servers. So the rival can easily know the precise location information of each object. Similarly, if the number of objects in a monitored area is too small, the rival can suppose the identity of the monitored objects by mapping the monitored area. For instance, a woman is in her office room at time instance T1 as referred in Fig. 1. Here, this system only permits one sensor node to report (K) anonymous aggregate location to the server. With this, the rival cannot deduce an object’s exact location. Larger the anonymity level (K), the more difficult it becomes for the rival to deduce the object’s exact location.

The (K) anonymized aggregate locations information reported from the sensor nodes, will provide a poor location monitoring service for a small area, and an excellent quality services for huge/larger areas which will be indicated on the spatial histogram at the server. This is a highly effective approach to preserve the privacy of an object.

3. LOCATION ANONYMIZATION ALGORITHM

The two in-network anonymization algorithms: resource aware and quality aware are periodically performed by sensors to report their (K) varying aggregate locations to the server.
3.1 The Resource Aware Algorithm

The Resource Aware Algorithm illustrates the concept with 7 sensor nodes assuming from A to G. The required anonymity level is taken as 5 which means, K ≥ 5. To prove this, we need a sensing area for the sensor nodes, and a dividing line between the two sensor nodes to indicate that the two sensor nodes can communicate directly with each other. The algorithm is executed in three phases.

Resource aware location anonymization Algorithm

1: function RESOURCE-AWARE (Int k, Sensor m ,List R)
2: Peer List
// Phase 1: The broadcast Phase
3: Send a msg by m’s authentication m:ID, sensing region m:Area, and object count m:Count to m’s neighbour peer
4: if Receive a msg from a peer x, i.e., (x: ID, x: Area, x: count) then
5: Add msg to Peer List
6: If m gets required no. of objects then
7: Send an alert message to m’s neighbours
8: if some m’s neighbour has not found required number of objects then
9: Transfer the message to m’s neighbours
10: end if
// Phase 2: The cloaked area phase
11: S fmg
12: Calculate score for every peer in Peer List
13: Select peer with highest score from Peer List to S till the total no. of objects in S is at least repeatedly.
14: Area a min. surrounding area of the Sensor in S
15: N , the total no. of objects in S
// Phase 3: The validation phase
16: if No relation with Area and R2R then
17: Forward Area; NÞ to remaining peers within the region & server
18: elseif m’s sensing region is mapped by some R2R then
19: Randomly select R02R where R0:Area mapping m’s range
20: Forward R0 to peers under R0: Region & server
21: else
22: Return region with mapped N to peers in the region & the server
23: end if

3.2 The Quality Aware Algorithm

The quality aware algorithm considers the cloaked area calculated by the Resource Aware algorithm as the initial solution. Now, this quality-aware algorithm refines it until the cloaked area has reached the minimum. This still fulfils the required (K) anonymity privacy setting based on the added communication between other ends.
quality aware algorithm by using the input initial solution terminates the existing minimal cloaked region containing the set of sensor nodes that creates the minimal sensing area. This algorithm again has three phases.

Quality Aware Algorithm

1: function QUALITY-AWARE (Int k, Sensor m, Set init-solution, List L)
2: current minimum cloaked area init-solution

// Phase 1: The search space phase
3: Assume a search area S based on init-solution
4: Calculate the info of peer located in the area

// Phase 2: The minimum cloaked region phase
5: Add each node located in the area(S) to C½ as an object
6: Add m to each object in C½ as the initial object
7: for j = 1; j <= 4; j ++ compute
8: for each item set X = a1; . . . ; ai in C½ compute
9: if Area S MBR X < Area (current minimum cloaked area) then
10: if N(MBR X) > k then
11: current minimum cloaked region = Xi
12: Delete X from C½
13: end if
14: else
15: Prune X out of C½
16: end if
17: end for
18: if j < 4 then
19: for each object pair X = x1; . . . ; x i; y1; . . . ; yi in C½ compute
20: if x1 = y1; . . . ; xi = yi then
21: Add an object g x1; . . . ; xi; yi to C½
22: end if
23: end for
24: Area = a min. bounding rectangle of current minimum cloaked area
25: N, total no. of items in current minimum cloaked area

// Phase 3: The validation phase
26: Lines 16 to 23 in Alg. 1

3.2.1 Proof of Correctness

Here, the objective is to show the perfection of the quality aware location anonymization algorithm.

**Theorem 1:**

Assumed a resource aware cloaked area (A) of a sensor node (s), a search space (S) is computed by the quality aware algorithm comprises the least cloaked region.

**Proof:**

Suppose X is the minimal cloaked area equal to or less than the Area, in size. It is
understood that $X$ should totally cover the sensing range of $s$. If $X$ is not completely covered by $S$, $X$ must contain at least one stretched MBR, $MBR_i$, where $i=4$, i.e., region of $X$ is greater than the region of extended MBR, Area. This denies the assumption that $X$ is the minimum cloaked area. Hence $X$ is with in $S$.

**Theorem 2:**

A minimal mapped rectangle can be termed by maximum four sensor nodes.

**Proof**

Assume, in an MBR, each edge of MBR touch the sensing location of one or another sensor node. In a hypothetical case, there is a separate sensor node touching some edge of the MBR, however no other edges. The MBR can be explained by four sensor nodes that touch different edge of the MBR. If more sensor nodes touch edge $e$ but no other edges, it simply picks up one of those sensor nodes, because any of the sensor nodes give the same $e$. Hence, an MBR can be named by a minimum four sensor nodes.

**4. SPATIAL HISTOGRAM**

Spatial histogram is imbedded inside the server to evaluate the dissemination of the monitored objects created on aggregate location reported from different sensor nodes. The spatial histogram is indicated by a two-dimensional arrangement that models a grid shape and $N$ columns; hence, the system space is partitioned into $NR*N$ disjoint same-sized grid cells. Each cell $U(1, j)$, a float value is maintained, and that acts as an estimator $T[i, j]$ ($1 <= i <= N$, $1 <= j <= NR$) of the no. of items within the region. Imagine that the system has the capability to identify the total no. of moving items $M$ in the system. The value of $M$ is the initial value given to the spatial histogram. In practice, $M$ can be computed for both moving/dynamic environments (indoor and outdoor). For the interior region, the sensor nodes can be deleted at each entry and exit to count the no. of users entering or exiting the system. For the outdoor setting, the sensor nodes have already been used to count the no. of people in a particular area. Using spatial histogram we provide approx. location monitoring services. The correctness of the spatial histogram, highlights the utility of our privacy-preserving Quality aware location monitoring system.
5. PERFORMANCE METRICS

System is evaluated in terms of 5 performance factors.

1. Catch model error
This model measures the flexibility of the system to the model with the help of relative error approach between the assessed no. of items N in the sensing region of a sensor node and the N= 0, we take N as error. Then the error is measured as ib.

2. Communication cost
The measure of communication cost of our location anonymization algorithms is the avg no. of bytes sent by the sensor nodes during the reporting period. This measure also displays the network traffic and the power consumption by the sensor nodes.

3. Cloaked region size
It computes the quality of the average locations reported by the sensor nodes. The lesser the area, the better the correctness of the aggregate location.

4. Computational cost
This metric calculates the computational cost of our location aware algorithms in terms of the avg. number of the MBR computations that are required to find a resource/quality aware mapped/cloaked area. We then cross-check our algorithms with a basic approach which calculates the MBR for all combinations of peers in the formed search space to find the minimum cloaked region. The basic approach doesn’t use any improvement techniques proposed for the quality aware algorithm.

5. Query error
This metric process the usage of the system, in terms of the relative error between the query reply, which is the estimated no. of items in the query area based on a spatial histogram, and actual reply M, respectively.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & ANALYSIS

Here, analysing the experimental results w. r. to the privacy protection & quality aware of location monitoring services in the system.

6.1 Anonymization Strength

Above Fig. is the resilience of the system to the attacker model w.r. to the anonymity level and the total no. of objects. In the fig., the performance of the algorithms is as shown. Fig. a shows that, the rigid the anonymity level, the more the assailant model error will be in worse. When the anonymity level gets restricted, our algorithms generate larger cloaked regions, which minimize the accuracy of the aggregate locations reported to the server. Fig-b shows the attacker model. The error reduces, as the no. of objects gets more. This is because when there are more items, our algorithms generate smaller cloaked regions, which increase the accuracy of the average locations reported to the server. So that it is difficult to set a hard quantifiable threshold measure for the attacker model error. However, it is clear that the adversary cannot conclude the number of objects in the sensor node’s sensing area with any fidelity.
6.2 Effect of Query Area Size

Quality aware and Privacy guard of our location monitoring system w. r. to increase in the query region size ratio range from 0.0001 to 0.256, where query region size ratio is the ratio of the cloaked region to the system area and the query region size ratio 0.0001 that corresponds to the size of a sensor node’s sensing area. Thus the results are evident that the system provides low quality location monitoring services for the range query with a small query region, and better quality services for higher query regions. This is an important feature to protect personal location privacy, because providing the accurate number of objects in a small area could reveal individual location information; therefore, an adversary cannot use our system output to track the monitored objects with any fidelity.

6.3 Effect of Increase in Number of Objects

The performance of our system w. r. to increase in the no. of items from 3,000 to 10,000. When the no. of objects increases, the communication cost of the resource-aware algorithm is effected slightly, whereas the quality aware algorithm significantly lowers the communication cost. Broadcast step of the resource aware alg. effectively allows each sensor node to search for adequate number of objects to map its sensing area. When there are more items, the sensor node finds smaller cloaked regions that satisfy the k anonymity privacy condition.

6.4 Effect of Privacy Conditions

With respect to change in the required anonymity level k from Ten to Forty. When the k-anonymity privacy level of requirement gets stricter, the sensor nodes have to enlist more no. of peers for help to blur/map their sensing areas; hence, the communication cost of our algorithms grows. To meet these, the stricter anonymity levels which our algorithms generate larger cloaked areas. For the quality aware alg., since there are more peers in the required search space when the input (resource aware) cloaked region gets larger, the computational cost of computing the minimal cloaked region by the quality aware alg. and the basic approach gets so bad. However, the quality aware algorithm minimizes the computational cost of the original approach by at least four times of magnitude. Larger cloaked regions give more wrong average location information to the system, so the estimation error grows as the required k anonymity increases. The quality aware algorithm provides effective quality location monitoring services than the other algorithm, when the required anonymity level gets more restricted.
6.5 Effect of Movements

Results show that increase in the object movement speed only slightly affects the communication cost and the cloaked region size. Since the resource-aware cloaked regions are less affected by the mobility speed, the object mobility speed has a very low effect on the required search area computed by the quality aware algorithm. Thus, the computational cost of the other algorithm is also less affected by the object moving speed. Although the query reply error gets worse when the objects mobility is faster, the query accuracy of the quality aware algorithm is regularly better than the resource aware algorithm.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a Quality aware location monitoring system for wireless sensor networks. Sketch of two in-network location anonymization approaches, namely, resource and quality-aware algorithms that preserves personal location details, while assigning the system to provide location monitoring services. Both algorithm approaches rely on the well-defined k anonymity privacy theory which requires a person is uniquely identified among k persons. In our system, sensor nodes process our location anonymization techniques to provide k anonymous aggregate locations, in which each average location is a cloaked region A with the no. of monitored objects, N, located in A, where N ≥ k, for the system. The resource aware algorithm helps to minimize communication cost and computational cost, while the quality aware algorithm helps to minimize the size of cloaked regions in order to generate more accurate specific locations. To guide for location monitoring services based on the summation of location information, we used a spatial histogram technique that analyses the aggregate locations reported from the sensor nodes to calculate the distribution of the monitored objects. The calculated distribution is used to provide location monitoring services by responding range queries. We evaluate our system based on simulated experiments. The results show that our system exhibits high-quality location monitoring services (the accuracy of the resource-aware algorithm is 75 % (approx.) and the accuracy of the quality-aware algorithm is 90 percent (approx.)), while preserving the monitored object’s location privacy.
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